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11:40 a.m. ET update: The render in question was tracked back to YouTuber, who produced the image as a concept-based samsung/Tesla collaboration on the Galaxy Note 10 model. We corrected the article accordingly. It seemed this week that Samsung may have been joining the list of smartphone manufacturers who attach their flagship phones to highend cars. (Image credit: Weibo) A blogger on Weibo posted an image of what the man said was a real photo of the upcoming Galaxy Note 10 Tesla Edition. The device in the photo looked to have the same vertically aligned, triple lens camera system we saw in other Galaxy Note 10 leaks. As it turned out, the image was traced to another source. It was
originally created by YouTuber Arun Maini on Twitter, who posted a visualization earlier this month that theorist on what the Tesla/Samsung collaboration might look like. This image ended up on Weibo, fueling the narrative. In other words, no: Samsung does not make a phablet under the Tesla brand. MORE: Galaxy Note 10 and Note 10 Pro Leak shows
their side by side This particular rumor has been particularly plausible because partnerships between high-tech firms and luxury brands have increasingly been emerging in recent years. Huawei is working together with Porsche Design to deliver a special model and OnePlus has partnered with McLaren. Even the Chinese smartphone manufacturer Oppo has
signed a contract with Lamborghini to supply models with this branding. As for what we are more confident about Samsung's upcoming flagship, we learned this week that the Galaxy Note 10 is reportedly launching at an event on August 7. The phone is likely to come in a 6.3-inch size, and there's also a reported 6.75-inch Galaxy Note 10 Pro in the works.
Both models can be equipped with a triple objective camera with improvements such as a three-cup diaphragm. A new S Pen and the ability to sound on the display, which ditches the earpiece in favor of a sound that vibrates from the screen, also seems likely. You can headline to our Galaxy Note 10 news and rumor hub to see all that has been leaked so
far. Driving any new car brings a few surprises. Driving an electric car when you are used to internal combustion requires a mental reboot. And driving a vehicle as intentionally futuristic as the Tesla Model 3 takes a lot of getting used to. After a weekend spent driving around the San Francisco Bay Area in the Model 3 Performance Edition, here are 10
features that require the greatest mental adaptation. How Heck You Get InLet's start in the beginning-get into the car itself. Tesla's fancy door handles vary depending on the model. In the Model S, door handles sit flush against the door and then pop out when you're ready to hit, giving riders something to pull on. Model 3 not Instead, his doorknobs remain
flush against the body. You press the thick part of the handle with your thumb to make a snatching part. As so: the movement becomes intuitive after the Or four tries, yes. But I spent the weekend go-karting around friends and family members and no one could figure out the door on the first try. The same is true for getting: 3 has no leverage to open its doors
from the inside, only thin buttons on the armrest that no one notices until you point to them. Strange front Andrew Mosman When the Model 3 debuted in 2016, many people believed his neo-of-the-matrix front end was a placeholder. In the end, Tesla embraced the skeuomorphic fake grilles on the S and X models, as these big rides would've looked too weird
without them. Instead, Tesla stuck to its guns and kept the front end closed, as if to tell the world, that's what's normal now, and you have to take it. I feel like it's starting. The freeways around San Francisco are filled with just-bought Model 3s carrying the dealer's zero-emissions tag. As soon as you see your tenth and twentieth and thirtieth car without a
grille, the strangeness slips away. The front trunk of Andrew Moseman Without the front engine, 3 has room to complement its rear cargo space with a mini storage corner under the hood, just big enough to fill the jacket. Call it the ghost of VW Beetle. I love it. There's no FobDuring key my weekend with model 3, I used the Tesla iPhone app and a key wallet
the size of a credit card as a backup. That's it. The car feels like you are approaching and opening itself up. When I parked and popped out, I knocked the badge in the phone app to lock the car. The app absorbs other features from key fobs, including buttons to pop the front and rear trunks, and it displays the range to the left of the car's battery just in case
you forget. There's no stop/start button, EitherRemember the first time you drove a car with the click of a start button, and the strangeness of not turning the key? The Model 3 takes the next step in a bizarre way of ignoring the button in its entirety. Once you are in the driver's seat, the car has already felt from the phone app or key card that it is you. Pressing
the brakes turns on Tesla. Locking the machine shuts it down. There are almost no Andrew Moseman buttons you can be probing the theme here. According to Tesla, the model 3's huge central screen is more than just the minimalist beauty standards of Silicon Valley. Routing everything - climate control, music, heated seats, working through oversized
tablets eliminates the need for fixed buttons that can't be changed after the fact (while updating the software is all it takes to overhaul the Tesla interface). About the only actual buttons you come across on 3 are the hazard lights that are required by law to have a discrete button, and two dials on the steering wheel whose purpose varies depending on which
menu is on the screen. The hardest part this is to remember that multi-purpose buttons do when you're autopiloting or scanning songs in a playlist compared to some other situation. Release and release ElonAll's most advanced drivers to date ProPilot, Cadillac Super Cruise, Tesla Autopilot - this is a mind-blowing experience for a beginner. Not many can
prepare you to unlearn years of responsible driving and suddenly trust the car to keep itself in its lane and keep its distance from the car in front. The problem with getting used to autopilot is that the Model 3 is too good. Take the Nissan version for comparison. On I-95 south of New York with ProPilot Assist engaged, I felt that my Nissan Rogue was turning
its own wheel, as if the ghost of a pair of hands were overlapping my own. This simple feeling was enough to inspire confidence that the car performs all the basic elements of driving independently. In contrast, the Model 3's flexible steering doesn't require much turning wheels to keep Tesla in the freeway lane. So it's a much more exercise in confidence. In
some cases, such as taking a corner on a crowded highway with gravel laden with half-one lane over-I couldn't bring myself to trust the car. So I would push the wheel, which was enough to disable the autopilot. In some ways, it can be said that the system did exactly what it had to do: In a time of uncertain or potentially dangerous driving circumstance, it got
the driver to take control. Personally, I would keep autopilot for long stretches of lonely interstate and handle the road trade itself. Regenerative brakingLots cars use regenerative braking, but few are so aggressive. In standard mode, the Model 3's regenerative capabilities recede into the background, unnoticed except for a little green, which appears on the
colossal center touch screen to let you know that the car is powering the battery rather than removing it. However, the 3 also includes a more fierce setting in which the vehicle dramatically slows down the moment when you take your foot off the accelerator, effectively using regen technology to make the brake stop work would do. It's a smart way to save
wear on the brakes as well as feeding the juice into the battery and expanding the electric range. But I'll be damned if it's not hard to get used to. When I drive a gas vehicle, I tend to let the car coast in situations such as red light or slowing down in the distance so that the car slows down gradually without wearing the brakes. This muscle memory kicked in
during my first day in the Model 3 drive up to Monterey when I wanted to get out of the accelerator on the coast but was surprised by the jerk of the car. I turned it off for the rest of the weekend. A few extra miles of juice wasn't worth making my wife a carick. I'll only eat where there's a Supercharger Andrew Mosman San Francisco may be the electric car
capital of America and the nearest subway to Tesla's headquarters, but that doesn't mean that the city off the bay has a crack EV infrastructure problem. Automaker Superchargers around the Bay Area, but its first in the SF proper won't open until the end of 2018. San Francisco Tesla drivers who don't have the ability to charge at home before choosing: trying
to work visit suburbs in their schedules or hitting up one of the common charging stations across the city that are plentiful but time consuming because they run a less powerful standard. I hid our 3 in the Marriott garage just because it had a charger listed on Plugshare; Only 100 miles of extra range leaked onto the battery within four hours. In just four days
with 3 I could imagine changing my entire lifestyle according to Tesla. Will I start eating at California Pizza Kitchen in the mall just so the car can overload the parking lot? I could! Enjoy SilenceThere's will be the day when it's not strange to dig your foot into the pedal on the right and get the seat pinning the acceleration without sound, but we're not there yet.
More than once, SF pedestrians are clearly not being treated to admit that I was by their side because they couldn't hear Tesla coming. If you are driving or on foot, be careful there. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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